Chamilo LMS - Bug #5378
navigation bar in Chamilo 1.9
28/08/2012 15:34 - Stijn Michels

Status:

Rejected - Abandoned

Start date:

Priority:

High

Due date:

Assignee:

28/08/2012

% Done:

20%

Category:

System

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

1.9.2

Spent time:

0.10 hour

Complexity:

Normal

SCRUM pts complexity:

?

Description
I've update Chamilo from 1.8.4 to 1.9.
In the previous version I was able to add a navigation item in the top-menu by editing home/home_tabs.html and
home_tabs_dutch.html.
In 1.9 this is ignored.
Is there a way to do this?
Kind regards
Stijn Michels
History
#1 - 28/08/2012 16:01 - Julio Montoya
- Status changed from New to Needs more info
- % Done changed from 0 to 20
It works for me, edit the home_tabs_[you_language].html file
I added a new link called "Chamilo Forum" in our test server see:
http://chamilodev.beeznest.com/index.php
Are you using multiple URLs?
#2 - 28/08/2012 16:09 - Stijn Michels
I've placed this code in both home_tabs -files.
It doesn't seem to work
<li><a href="http://www.cvo3hofsteden.be" target="_blank"><span>Website CVO 3 Hofsteden</span></a></li>
<li><a href="http://www.cvo3hofsteden.be/personeel2006/loginN.asp" target="_blank"><span>Personeel</span></a></li>
#3 - 28/08/2012 16:14 - Stijn Michels
I have also set chamilo to English and it doesn't work either.
It's the /main/home_tabs.html and /main/home_tabs_dutch.html ?
I think there is a major problem with the dutch language because a lot of items are not translated in Chamilo 1.9
#4 - 28/08/2012 16:26 - Julio Montoya
Can you try moving the files in a new folder called 'localhost'?
home/localhost/home_tabs_english.html
Are you using multiple URLs?
#5 - 28/08/2012 16:34 - Stijn Michels
As far as I know I don't use multiple URL's.
Chamilo is installed in a folder called 'chamilo' on the webserver.
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I've also made a home_tabs_english.html in the home and home/localhost and set Chamilo to English. Nothing changes.
http://www.cvo3hofsteden.org/chamilo/home/localhost/home_tabs_english.html
#6 - 29/08/2012 17:28 - Julio Montoya
This bug is kind of weird, did you check your apache logs?
#7 - 29/08/2012 17:28 - Julio Montoya
- Status changed from Needs more info to Needs testing
- Assignee set to Yoselyn Castillo
Yoselyn can you test this please? I didn't found the bug.
#8 - 30/08/2012 00:52 - Stijn Michels
In
Administration tab >Portal>Edit portal homepage>Add a LINK
I have deleted the links and added new onces... now it works...
#9 - 30/08/2012 15:10 - Julio Montoya
- Status changed from Needs testing to Rejected - Abandoned
- Assignee deleted (Yoselyn Castillo)
Stijn Michels wrote:
In
Administration tab >Portal>Edit portal homepage>Add a LINK
I have deleted the links and added new onces... now it works...
It could be a problem with file permissions, closing the task because it seems to be fixed, feel free to reopen
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